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The Sports Outlook Timeout 
Clemson offense Solving Clemson's FB How you know Fall 
struggles against Eagles ticketing issue has arrived 
Volume 112I Issue 41 September 25, 2017 Established in 1907, South Carolina's oldest college newspaper roars for Clemson. 
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New Clemson policeRemembering chief 'honored' to 
serve campus 
Brothers talks career, GeorgiaTucker Hipps 
Tech and mental illness 
Justin Lee Campbell a deputy before joining the 
Contributor ranks at Clemson. She started 
as a uniform patrol officer 
As a psychology major and moved up the ranks to 
at Southern Wesleyan compliance and accreditation 
University, Chief Jami officer, operations captain 
Brothers dreamed of and now chief after former 
becoming a forensic Chief Eric Hendricks retired 
psychologist like the from CUPD last December. 
protagonists she saw in Brothers told The Tiger 
crime movies. the "service aspect" of law 
Brothers then quickly enforcement attracted her to 
realized forensics is a field the field. The calls civilians 
requiring a few more years might think of as 'exciting,' 
of education than she was she said, were in the grand 
willing to get. But she didn't scheme of things "few and 
abandon her dream of far between." 
law enforcement. "The times I really felt 
After graduating the most satisfied in this 
from Southern Wesleyan work was when no matter 
in 1996, Brothers applied what the situation was, when 
to be a dispatcher for the I left that scene I felt like I 
Anderson County Sheriff's left them there better than I 
Office (ACSO). found them," Brothers said. 
"I just thought, 'I'll get "And I think campus law 
my feet wet,"' Brothers said. enforcement offers more 
And 20 years later, opportunities for helping." 
Brothers became chief of the Whether officers 
Clemson University Police are unlocking an office 
NATHAN WARNER//Staff Department (CUPD) on for someone who locked
A small cross commemorating the life ofTucker Hipps stands on Highway 93 near the scene ofthe 2014 incident. The cross was May 22, 2017. themselves out at one in the
placed there shortly after Hipps' death. Brothers, who grew morning or getting fans in 
up in Pendleton, has a and out of Death Valley so 
whispery, subdued voice they make it home safely,Hipps family, Clemson community gather 
with a hypnotizing accent Brothers sees CUPD as a 
eerily similar to the West service oriented organization.to commemorate Tucker Hipps' life 
Virginia drawl Jodi Foster The police department 
Katie McCarthy his body was found. the fraternity last month. doesn't want the tragedy of has in the 1991 Him Silence has strived to maintain the 
News Editor The community came While the Hipps family Tucker's death to overshadow of the Lambs. The likeness ideal of service by holding 
together to honor Hipps' still wants answers as to his legacy and the gets even more eerie given summits on issues important 
Three years ago, memory and pray for other what happened, they are also person he was. her pronounced jawline to students. Three years ago 
former Clemson student students during National focused on advocating for "There's not a second and past dream of being a the department addressed 
Tucker Hipps died while Hazing Prevention Week, change to prevent further you don't think about him," forensic psychologist. alcohol and drugs, the next 
on a run with members of which coincides with incidents from happening. said Janice White, Tucker Foster played Clarice year sexual assault and in 
his fraternity. The story the three-year anniversary The Tucker Hipps Hipps' aunt. "He was a typical Starling, an FBI trainee March mental health. 
continues to be hazy, of Hipps' death. Transparency Act was 19-year-old - sometimes in Quantico's Behavioral Mental health is 
as there are holes yet to Hazing, Hipps' parents signed into state law last you wanted to pinch his Analysis Unit. especially on the mind 
be filled. say, is what killed their son. year. It requires colleges to head off - but he was a "Yep, you can go ahead of Brothers given the 
"There's about 30 to Hipps' family believes he died disclose violations by Greek good ole boy." and say it: Clarice," Brothers increase of mental illness in 
40 seconds - maybe a as a result of being forced to life organizations. Jake Wilson, Hipps' said in her CUPD office next college students nationally. 
minute - that we don't walk along the railing of the "The whole purpose cousin, said that while Hipps' to Memorial Stadium. ''I'll According to a 2016 report 
know about," Tucker's Highway 93 bridge while on behind that act is to force death is still hard at times, go to trainings and about by the Center for Collegiate 
father Gary Hipps said. a run as a pledge with the public universities to publicly the family will continue to the third day in, somebody Mental Health at Penn State 
"But we know a lot about Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity expose infractions . . . and push for change. will say, 'Silence of the University, there was a 50 
everything else, and maybe on Sept. 22, 2014. violations so that families "The Lord's given us Lambs,' and I'm like, 'Yeah, percent increase in college 
that story will get told Fraternity members can make an informed peace; we know where he's yeah, yeah."' students seeking mental 
one day." have frequently denied decision and see their at, but it's a roller coaster. But the resemblance health services between 
The day is Friday, Sept. seeing Hipps fall, and history," Gary Hipps said. When it first happened there ends there. While Foster 2015 and 2016. 
22, 2017, and the Hipps Clemson University and "... It takes oversight; it was just disbelief and denial plays a fictional character Brothers said CUPD has 
family is still remembering local and national chapters takes transparency; it takes . . . but as things have moved acting as a law enforcement noticed an uptick in mental 
Tucker's life, along of Sigma Phi Epsilon initiative. You can't just hand on we've become more at officer, Brothers is one in real illness at Clemson. 
with raising awareness have denied responsibility for students a piece of paper peace with where he's life and has the experience "In 2015 and 2016, 
about hazing. Hipps' death. and have them sign it at," Wilson said. "We to show for it. About a year the training was a direct 
More than 30 people The case remains open that says "I understand still want answers, but and half into her dispatcher result of being asked to go 
gathered at a cross erected and unsolved, and no criminal I'm not supposed to more than anything position, Brothers entered the and check on students who 
in Hipps' honor on charges have been filed. haze," and then expect we want change because we police academy. were potentially showing 
the Highway 93 bridge The Hipps family settled a for that to do the job." don't ever want this to Brothers spent a decade signs of distress, depression 
over Lake Hartwell where lawsuit against Clemson and Yet the Hipps family happen again." with Anderson County as See BROTHERS onA2 
Flu season starting early after spike of cases at Clemson 
Chris Edwards students don't need to worry abroad programs. Other ways to avoid 
Contributor about an outbreak. Students coming the flu, according to 
Normally, the flu back from the southern Clay, are "regular hand 
If your classes have season starts in December hemisphere, which washing, avoiding other 
looked emptier lately, and Redfern starts seeing is just coming out people who are sick and 
it may be because there cases in mid-January. of its winter season, may keeping the hands away from 
has been an increase of "During a regular have unintentionally the eyes, nose and throat. 
people coming down with seasonal flu outbreak, brought back symptoms Other than that, drink 
the flu. we'll see 10 to 20 [cases] with them. This would plenty of fluids, get 
That's according to a day until the early expose students here to plenty of rest and stay 
George Clay, the executive spring. Usually it's the new flu symptoms, ones away from class for at 
director of student health spring break that breaks the that they haven't had least 24 hours after 
services at Redfern cycle," he said. the chance to build up a the fever has subsided." 
Health Center at Clay also said that the resistance to yet. Despite Clay's urging 
Clemson University. Centers for Disease Control So how can you protect students to get vaccinated, 
"We've been and Prevention (CDC) yourself from getting it some students say 
averaging about four cases has not reported any in the first place? The they won't. 
a day for the last week new strains of flu, similar vaccine 1s still the best Ben Pritchard, a senior 
and a half," Clay said. to the HIN! virus in 2008. way, Clay says. Industrial Engineering 
"We typically do see "That really hit He added that if major, is one of those 
a few cases of the college students hard; we you come to Redfern students who said he
I flu at the beginning had hundreds and hundreds with flu like symptoms, will not be getting 
of the year, but this is of cases," he safd. they will offer you the vaccine. 
more than usual." Part of the reason Tamiflu, an antiviral "Washing your hands 
Although Clemson is for the irregular number medicine that can and being smart about 
seeing cases of the flu more of cases, Clay said, could shorten the length of time who you interact with is
I often than usual at this be a result of students have the flu and the best way to avoid the 
time of year, Clay says student travel for study the severity of symptoms. flu," he said. 
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Top five things you need to know this week 
Multiple career fairs to be 
held this week 
The Center for Career and Professional Development (CCPD) 
will be hosting campus wide career fairs this week. 
Day 1 will fearure employers in the engineering, computing 
and sciences fields. It will be on Tuesday, Sept. 26 from noon to 
5p.m. 
Day 2 will fearure employers in the business, healthcare and 
communication fields. It will be on Wednesday, Sept. 27 Ii-om noon 
to4p.m. 
For those who miss Tuesday's career fair, Day 3 will 
also fearure employers in the engineering, computing and 
sciences fields. It will be on Thursday, Sept. 28 from 9 a.m. 
to noon. 
All of the career fairs will be held in Littlejohn Coliseum. To 
learn more and view a list ofemployers who will be in attendance, go 
to http:/ /tinyurl.com/y8qq3p21. 
'Death of Free Speech?' talk 
to be held next month 
The Oemson Institute for the Study of Capitalism, in 
partnership with the Ayn Rand Institute, will be hosting a talk 
entitled "The Death of Free Speech?" on Thursday, Oct. 19 in Lee 
2-111 from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Featured speakers include Dave Rubin, of "The Rubin 
Repon," professor Jordan Peterson ofthe University ofToronto and 
philosopher Onkar Ghate of the Ayn Rand Institute. They will be 
discussing the state offree speech on college campuses. 
The event is free and open to the public. On-campus parking 
without a permit will be available after 4 p.m. on Oct. 19 in the C-4, 
C-5 and E-3 parking lots. 
To learn more, go to http://tinyurl.com/yckhps45. 
Free STI tests available at 
Redfern through Nov. 28 
Student Health Services is providingfree and confidential testing 
fur HIV and other STis at Redfern Health Center every Tuesday 
until Nov. 28. 
The testing, through AID Upstate, includes testing fur HIV 
and hepatitis C as well as screenings for chlamydia, gonorrhea 
and syphilis. It does not test fur herpes. 
Limited time slots are available each week, and each 
appointment takes about 45 minutes. Health officials ask that you 
do not urinate within an hour before your appointment. 
AID Upstate also offers free testing in their Greenville and 
Anderson locations, and Student Health Services provides testing 
during regular hours with lab fees. If you have the Oemson 
University Student Health Insurance Plan withAIG, all ofthese tests 
are covered 100 percent ifdone at Redfern. 
To learn more and sign up, go to http://tinyurl.com/y7qw5exr. 
Clemson-Frankfurt research 
helps distinguish fake news 
A research study by Christian Janze, a Ph.D. student Ii-om 
Goethe University, Frankfurt and Marten Risius, Clemson 
management associate professor, may help to determine Fake News 
on social media feeds. 
The paper, "Automatic Detection of ·Fake News on Social 
Media Platforms" was recognized as the best papet among 350 
submitted at the Pacific Asia Conference ofInformation Systems. 
The study examined cognitive, affective and behavioral cues 
in more than 2,000 news posts Ii-om Facebook Ii-om left, tight and 
mainstream sources, taking place over the 2016 election. 
To learn more about the study, go to http://tinyurl.com/ 
yajt4s4h. 
Man convicted for 2015 
Clemson murder 
A 25-year-old Greenville man, Jason Gibbs, has been found 
guilty in. a deadly shooting in 2015 at a Clemson intersection, the 
Greenville News reported. 
Gibbs was convicted of murder and possession of a weapon 
during a violent crime in the death of 23-year-old Robert Edrew 
Porter. A judge sentenced Gibbs to 35 years in prison. 
Oemson police say that on Aug. l 2015, Porter and two others 
purchased drugs from Gibbs and realized they had been shoned and 
wanted their money back. They then followed Gibbs, who was in 
another vehicle. After a shon chase, Gibbs exired his vehicle and 
confronted them before firing the fatal shot that killed Poner. Gibbs 
lefi: the scene after the shooting and said he was not aware anyone 
had been shot. 
The defense called into question the credibility of the victims 
and lack ofphysical evidence from the crime scene. 
TIGRA 
SCIENTIFICA 
Courtesy of Wiklmedla 
A permanANT solution? 
Richard Melton with food is more efficient 
Contributor than traveling "uphill" 
with food. Once this was 
Anyone who has had an clear, the researchers sought 
ant problem has probably out to test the flexibility 
wondered how it is that of food choice under 
ants go about choosing pressure from this 
what they eat. There are newly discovered food 
many factors that influence choice factor. 
collective or colonial For this test, the team 
food choice in social exposed the colonies to food 
insect species. found at a lower elevation 
One of these factors than the nest. Once the 
has recently been discovered ants found the lower 
to be elevation respective food and began to travel 
to the ant's nest. A recent back to the nest, the 
study published in Nature researchers introduced 
shows that ants prefer food food at the preferred 
that is found at a higher elevation (higher than 
JUSTIN LEE CAMPBELL//Staff 
Oemson University's new ChiefofPolice Jami Brothers considers mental health among students a top priority. Given the 
national uptick in mental illness among college-age people, Brothers said crisis-intervention is an important component of 
police training at Clemson. 
elevation than the nest. 
Other studies have 
shown that anything from 
individual choice to social 
the nest). Even though L. 
niger isn't a species known 
for its flexibility, both 
species tested stopped 
BROTHERS.from Al shoot them, and after one And according to Brothers, over the summer, but information sharing have gathering food from the 
or anxiety," Brothers said. minute GTPD officer people who have experienced Brothers was anxious an effect on colonial food low elevation and began 
"Those numbers started Tyler Beck fired one a traumatic situation for August. choice; however, this study to move towards the 
to rise, and with that we round, hitting Schultz in need a few days to process "I was ready for showed that elevation preferred food. 
started training more and the chest. what happened. the students to get back, can have an effect on Since this study was 
more dealing with srudents "Records appear to show "I think it's worth giving ready for football and ready how a colony chooses a the first to note the role of . . . ,, 
Ill CrISIS. that Beck did not h,1ve training [witnesses] an opportunity to get back into the routine food source. elevation m food choice, 
The recent focus on in crisis intervention," The to speak and give an account of things," Brothers said. The researchers set the specific reasons aren't 
mental illness by CUPD Technique said. of what they wimessed," 'Tm one of those up different food choices fully known. Further 
is especially relevant after Schultz died at Grady Brothers said. "And that who tends to do to test if the elevation had study is needed to 
police say a Georgia Hospital later that night. shouldn't happen in an better when I have a routine an effect on food choice. determine how ants 
Tech University police Brothers said "it's evening. It really shouldn't." to be in." Specifically, ants were detect elevation and 
officer shot and killed too early to judge" Brothers added any Although she has been exposed to food sources that how they know to 
student Scout Schultz what happened at Georgia mental health training in law enforcement for two were lower in elevation or move towards food at a 
on Sept. 16. Tech that night. dealing with people in decades, Brothers still felt higher in elevation relative higher elevation. 
Georgia Tech's student "I think it's fair to crisis involves de-escalation, the weight of heading the to their nests. Nevertheless, this 
newspaper, The Technique, everyone involved to sort of how to calm a situation police department for a The results suggested is an important step in 
reported an open records hold onto your judgment down and get people the top 25 public school and that both species tested understanding social insects. 
request by the Atlanta until all the facts are help they need. But it doesn't defending College Football (Lasius niger and Since an understanding of 
Journal-Constitution alleged available to the public," always work. Playoff National Champions Myrmica rubra) preferred a species is necessary for 
Schultz left three suicide Brothers said. "Obviously "Part of de-escalation is when she learned she food at a higher elevation. pest prevention, this could 
notes in their room before there were people who it's not a one-way thing, so got the job. This was not surprising also lead to new methods to 
calling the police at 11: 17 were witnesses to [ the there are those times when ... "I was certainly honored because traveling "downhill" deter ants. 
p.m. and describing a shooting]. I think it's not successful," she said. but then also I just knew what 
person fitting the appearance 
of Schultz holding a knife 
interviewing those folks 
and interviewing them well 
So 
tenure 
far, 
as 
Brothers' 
chief has 
short 
been 
the responsibilities were," 
Brothers said. "When you CORRECTION: 
and possibly a gun. 
Video footage 
officers backing 
shows 
away 
are important." 
Brothers said 
should conduct 
police 
multiple 
uneventful 
possible. 
right after 
in the best way 
Brothers started 
May graduation 
think of everything Clemson 
University is involved 
in and how this communiry 
In the Sept. 18 issue story "Clemson 
students bring first Asian interest fraternity 
from Schultz while asking interviews of anyone when most students leave touches the world, it to South Carolina," Delta Phi Lambda is 
them to drop the knife, who wimessed or was near and campus quiets down. does sort of make abbreviated as DPL instead of DFL. 
according to The Technique. 
Schultz told officers to 
the incident, even someone 
who only heard the gunshot. 
The 
much 
department 
of its 
does 
training 
you stop, take 
and say, 'Wiow."' 
a step back The Tiger regrets this error. 
, 
Clemson students rally together to support the Tigers at last Saturday's game against Boston College. Students make up approximately 10,500 seats in Death Valley. 
Katie Tressler II Staff 
SOLVING CLEMSON'S FOOTBALL 
•
ticketing issues 
Brandon Stockdale 
Contributor 
tr 
Did you know that 
Clemson is the only 
Division I school in the 
country that provides 
football tickets to students 
free of charge? Yes, you 
read that correctly. The 
process of getting student 
football tickets is a priority 
system based on class. If 
you are a member of the 
IPTAY Collegiate Club, 
you have the opportunity 
to get first dibs at student 
football tickets by paying 
L a $40 annual fee or $130 
fee for all four years. 
Tickets are 
distributed online where 
each student is placed 
into a queue and given a 
random spot in a virtual 
line. When it is their turn, 
they can place your their 
order for tickets based 
on availability in the 
lower deck, upper deck 
or the hill. After IPTAY 
Collegiate Club member 
tickets are distributed, 
graduate students are 
next, followed by seniors, 
juniors, sophomores 
and freshman at their 
designated times. 
This process has 
not made all Clemson 
students happy, however. 
A lot of students have 
complained about not 
being able to get tickets, 
even those students in the 
IPTAY Collegiate Club. 
A student even started a 
petition to try and get the 
process of getting student 
football tickets changed. 
The petition received 
over 10,000 signatures 
and was sent to President 
Jim Clements, Athletic 
Director Dan Radakovich 
and the University Board 
of Trustees. 
Clemson has an 
allotment ofapproximately 
10,500 · · student tickets 
available, 3,000 of those 
are reserved for IPTAY 
Collegiate Club Members. 
That's 13 percent of 
tbe'· sfadium reserved 
for students. Here's the 
problem for students: 
Clemson is continuing 
to grow. The 2017-18 
academic year brought in 
more than 3,650 freshmen, 
1,500 transfer students and 
1,450 graduate students. 
With the recent 
success of Clemson 
football, the demand for 
student football tickets 
cannot meet expectations. 
Unfortunately for Clemson 
students, there's just not 
enough student football 
tickets for every student 
and that's why student 
tickets are not guaranteed 
and are first come, first 
serve. 
The only way this 
· issue can be fi,xed· is to · 
start charging students 
a yearly fee for football 
tickets. The pricing will 
be contingent upon where 
you would like to sit. It 
would happen before the 
season starts, similar to 
how IPTAY does it for 
season tickets for donors 
because a lot of students 
tend to forget to go online 
to order their tickets. 
Clemson students 
live for Saturdays in the 
Valley and the success 
of football more than 
likely played a role in 
their decision to attend 
Clemson University. 
The process can't make 
everyone happy, but 
together with a new 
method, we . can w9rk 
to ensure all studems 
have an opportunity to 
experience Saturdays in 
the Fall. 
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Quarterback Kelly Bryant (2) celebrates with his teammates after scoring a rushing touchdown against Boston College on Saturday. The Tigers won the game 34-7 after a fourth 
quarter offensive explosion. 
Colin Halm to the Tigers' offense was their as long as he can and keep Bryant had 22 rushing Two fumbles were missed tackle and shed another 
Asst. Sports Editor playcalling. In a word, it was looking downfield. attempts for 106 yards, but only forced as well, but both were to break through the middle of 
simple. There was no attempt Bryant has a penchant for 17 completions on 22 attempts. recovered. Bryant's fumble was the defense. 
Most thought Clemson to trick the defense at all. Play­ staring down his lead receiver. Deshaun Watson became a picked up by lefr guard Taylor His second was a 
would find its first real test action, jet sweeps, counters, roll A couple of passes were broken better quarterback and players Hearn and ran 11 yards before combination of Feaster 
against Auburn or Louisville. outs and bootlegs are all ways up by the defense because he when he stopped running the being tackled for the first down. blocking ahead ofhim for three 
Auburn kept the game close, to confuse the defense. There looked exactly where he was ball so much. It might be time That run gave the offense straight plays that culminated 
but Clemson pulled away soon were no plays called that faked going to throw for the entirety for Bryant to do the same. some momentum and kept in a spin-and-score touchdown. 
enough. Louisville, however, anything. If the offense looked of the play. The coaching Kelly Bryant threw two the drive going for an eventual Don't be surprised if Etienne 
didn't live up to expectations. like it was going to the run to staff needs to help him break interceptions as well, although touchdown, Clemson's first of becomes the number two guy 
Boston College played the the lefi:, they were. that habit. one wasn't really his fault and the day. behind Feaster and especially 
defending champs closer than The offensive line had The best pass of the day the other one was a tip ball. The second was by CJ in two-back sets for the rest of 
any other team this year. problems, too. Mitch Hyatt did went to Diondre Ovenon The first came when Bryant Fuller who had just entered the the year. 
Though the Eagles were well on the lefi: side with Taylor toward the start of the fourth was targeting McCloud, but his game. Fuller had been benched Kicker Alex Spence took 
only held to a total of seven Hearn, but the center and right quarter.· Overton ran a vertical offensive lineman was pushed as the staner in favor of Feaster, over for Greg Huegel, who 
points, they held the Tigers to side of the line was leaking sideline route and was one­ back into him causing his throw so he was already on a shon injured his ACL at practice on 
seven through the first three pretty bad. Only two sacks were on-one with the cornerback. to straight up in the air. The ball leash. That leash was cinched Wednesday and is out for the 
quarters. The lone score of the given up, mostly due to Kelly Bryant threw him a jump found its way into cornerback as soon as Fuller fumbled. It year. He missed an extra point, 
first halfwas on a Kelly Bryant Bryant's scrambling abilities, ball afi:er looking at Hunter Isaac Yiadorn's awaiting hands. was recovered by Clemson, but but he didn't really get much 
rushing touchdown from 11 but the blocking overall Renfrow over the middle. The The other came when it will be rare to see Fuller take of a chance to show if he was 
yards out. was dismal. 39-yard catch set up Clemson's Bryant missed Renfrow's hands, over as the main back for the going to be reliable because 
The fourth quarter finally Bryant shouldn't shoulder second touchdown ofthe game. but Renfrow was able to just tip rest of the year unless there is Clemson didn't attempt any 
saw a breakout by the Clemson much of the blame because Deon Cain, Ray-Ray the ball. The contact stopped an injury. field goals. No one knows 
offense to the tune of27 points, he didn't have any time to McCloud and Hunter Renfrow the ball's momentum and it The one good thing that his effective range yet, but he 
including two touchdowns throw, but he needs to give his were largely ineffective as the fell backward for another pick. came from the offense was could be a very imponant piece 
by Travis Etienne. Etienne is receivers some chance. Going defense took away most of the The argument can be made seeing Travis Etienne barrel moving forward, especially 
a rising star for this Clemson through your first progression over-the-middle routes leaving that it was Bryant's fault for through Boston College's stout next week at Virginia Tech. 
offense, but is behind new and giving up on the play the sideline routes the only not making a good throw, but a front seven for not one, but Clemson will go on the 
starter Tavien Feaster, Adam afi:er that is the wrong thing options, but Bryant didn't have tip ball could have just as easily two scores late in the fourth road to Blacksburg, Virginia to 
Choice and CJ Fuller. to do as a quarterback. Bryant any time in the pocket to make gone out of bounds than right quarter. His first came on a play against V rrginia Tech at 8 
The biggest detriment needs to stay in the pocket those throws. back to a defender. 50-yard run afi:er he forced a p.m.onABC. 
Interview by: Cole Little II Senior Staff Writer 
Clcn1son will play Virginia Tech, the tt:a1n they faced in last year's A(--:C Championship game. Both teams are 
undefeated this year, and with (,ollege c;a.meday at the game, this is a highly anticipated matchup for both 
schools. I had a chane;e ro talk ro the Sports f,ditor of The C:ollegiate Times, Jordan Hutcherson, and ask him a 
few things leading into this game. 
The Tiger Sports (TS) Fuente. Jackson has chunk of its offense from ,art in this year's game for I 'i: Clt>m,on's vaunted fS: What is your score 
The Hokies have gonr shown poise through last season. •h Ho PS? oass rush has dominated prediction, and why? 
through several starti1''( the first four games, but Wide receiver Cam ,pposing offensive Imes 
quarterbacks {n recent the big test will come Phillips has stepped JH: For sure. I think that . hu:; far this sea~on. Wha JH: I have this close. Tech 
years. Do you think next weekend against up into the spotlight, this is obviously a huge is hitting its stride at the 
that first-year starter the Tigers. and currently leads the game, and one that will r1u.h,...r "> right time, and Clemson 
Josh Jackson could be nation in receiving yards. affect the national picture. didn't play well against 
the quarterback to get f',. 1rg1 1a fech 1ost Phillips, along with Tech is in a position where JH: Tech's offensive a struggling Boston 
Virginia Tech back to lot of taknt in th pa~s freshman receiver Sean it will compete for ACC line has actually College yesterday. 
the proverbial promised catching dep rtmfn Savoy, have filled the Championships, been pretty solid this That said, I'll take 
land {1.c. the College following la t seas n void that the Hokies so consistently. season. Clemson's the Tigers, 31-28. It'll be 
Foothall Ph,voffl? from star wideout ha1 I desperately needed filled. That said, Clemson defensive front however, is a season-altering game for 
I i;ord to clutch tight en< is good. It has great very good. It'll be hard to either team, either way. 
Jordan Hutchinson (JH): rlu,ky H es. I ow lave J. '.'): ur cour e, C l~msor players, and even better stop the guys up front, and I think superior 
Josh Jackson is good, but he II kics filled tho eked out a wm ove coaches. There will be a protecting quarterback coaching and athleticism 
he's young. He definitely n·,J.• Virginia [eC"h in la.s bit of revenge factor, but Josh Jackson will be a big ultimately wins it, though. 
has the potential to be ear's ACC Championsh11 both teams are primarily X-factor for the Hokies 
I "that" guy, especially JH: Young talent. Tech am • Do yoa expect focused on this season, come Saturday. 
under head coach Justin definitely lost a huge v ng factor to play · and no ulterior factors. 
I 
L. 
J 
an th Hokies do to limi 
, 
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Allison Daniel 
Sports Editor 
Clemson men's 
soccer defeated Pittsburgh 
3-0 in their third ACC 
·matchup of the year. It 
was the third shutout of 
the year for the Tigers 
and the second straight 
multi-goal victory. While 
the offense was a point 
of concern early on in the 
year, it appears as if the 
Tigers are starting co find 
their offensive rhythm 
once again. 
With conference play 
in full swing and a tough 
slate of games facing the 
Tigers, it's time to look at 
what has and has not been 
working for the Tigers 
so far. 
Ximo Miralles 
The junior goalkeeper 
has played well through 
eight games, allowing only 
four goals. In the Tigers' 
matchup with NC State 
on Sept. 8, Miralles broke 
his nose during a collision 
in the box. He was forced 
to exit the game, but has 
started every game since 
then wearing a mask to help 
protect the injury. It hasn't 
seemed to slow Miralles 
down; he has not allowed 
a goal in the three matches 
since. 
If the Tigers want to 
continue to compete at 
a high level, the young 
goalkeeper will have 
to continue playing 
this well. Anyone who 
watches Miralles can see 
his instincts. He seems 
to always know when to 
come out for a ball or stay 
in net and let his defenders 
work. He has had 
great success, but he 
has to stay healthy as 
the season continues 
and the competition 
level increases. 
Patrick Bunk-Andersen 
Staying on the 
defensive side of the ball, 
the junior defender has 
played wonderfully all 
season. He has started every 
game except one, where 
he was benched for an 
unknown reason. 
He and Malick Mbaye 
have been the anchors on 
the back line, giving Tanner 
Dieterich more freedom 
to move up the field and 
get involved in the attack. 
This has proved vital as 
Dieterich has given the 
offense another weapon 
to utilize, aiding them in 
getting out of their slump. 
Andersen is 
experienced and often the 
one to make the last-minute 
tackle to avoid a potential 
shot. Andersen may 
do a lot of the grunt work 
for the team, but he does 
it well. 
Jason Wright / Diego 
Campos 
This offensive duo has 
proved to be effective this 
season. While Tiger fans 
recognize Campos' name 
and associate him with 
attacking prowess, Wright 
has become another speedy 
offensive weapon for 
the team. 
With the addition of 
Wright playing up top, 
Campos has played more 
in wide positions and even 
in midfield when needed. 
Campos no longer has 
to be the lone target on 
passes in the attacking 
third, giving the offense 
more creativity and the 
opposing defenses more to 
worry about. 
While goals have 
come in spurts for the 
Tigers, these two seem 
to always be involved in 
the plays that make them 
possible. Wright's speed 
and Campos' creattvtty 
draw most of the attention 
from opposing defenses, 
allowing the other Tigers 
to score goals . 
Midfield Play 
This may be the area 
the Tigers need the most 
improvement in. While 
Clemson has plenty of 
talented players in the 
midfield, opposing teams 
have had their way with 
them on several occasions. 
There are moments when 
Clemson struggles to 
keep possession through 
the midfield, making it 
harder on the offense to 
get an attack going. At 
times, it seems the Tigers 
are too content playing 
with possession, stringing 
together multiple passes 
without any real purpose, 
which eventually leads to 
turnovers. These turnovers 
put the defense in trouble, 
especially with Dieterich 
and other defenders 
moving upfield to aid the 
attack. The quick loss of 
possession makes it hard 
for Clemson to transition, 
and most of other teams' 
opportunities have come 
off such turnovers. 
Overall, Clemson 
continues to show 
improvement in every 
game they play. Assuming 
that trend continues, that 
puts the Tigers in good 
shape for postseason play, 
the time when they want 
to be at their best. 
Clemson has plenty 
of big names on the team 
and even more talent 
less widely recognized. 
If they can put complete 
performances together 
against the remainder 
of their opponents, they 
have a real chance of 
making a splash in the 
NCAA Tournament. 
ISAIAH DEL CAMPBELU/ staff 
Diego Campos (10) prepares to take a comer kick for Clemson. 
Allison D. 
(12) 
Cdfin·H. ' .. i12). . 
Cdle"L. 
(12) 
i¼' ' 
.J - Jl ~ e 0 -
~ e 0 
Sa)'i,on S. , 
<(11> W* L.J e, ~8088 
·cLEMSDN VS. VIRGINIA TECH 
SEPT. JD, 2017 // B P.M. //LANE STADIUM 
CLEMSON 
510.5 yards Total offen 
11.03 Avg. yards/ c · 
5.88 Avg. yards/ r 
226.98 
-2 
®16 Sacks 
Correction: In the 
Sept. 18 issue, 
the photo printed 
alongside "Clemson 
men's soccer wins 
ACC home opener" 
was incorrectly 
credited to Isabelle 
Davis. The photo was 
taken by Mikaela 
Grooms. The Tiger 
regrets 
this error. 
I 
I 
I 
/ \ L 
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Joseph Messier instead just a coincidence 
nmeOut Editor that everyone accidentally 
coordinates the same warm 
Last Friday was the clothing. 
autumn equinox, or the first 
day of fall. Usually, the way I 
3. Pumpkin patch photo know fall has arrived is when it 
starts to get a little chilly outside shoots: 
and I get to whip out my large So apparently going to a 
array of jackets. Recently, pumpkin patch to take pictures 
especially this weekend, it has and not actually get a pumpkin 
been blisteringly hot. So how is a thing. People go to the 
am I supposed to know that pumpkin patch and pose with 
it's fall? But don't fret, ladies. I tli-e gourds. I know that families 
devised a few ways to let you take their babies to sit among 
know when to put on your the pallets and snap a few photos 
boots and sweaters and start because honestly, who doesn't 
chugging pumpkin spice coffee. have a picture ofthemselves as a 
baby in a pumpkin patch? But 
the. people I'm talking about are 
grown adults that go, without1. Pumpkin spice lattes: 
children, and take pictures of
Pumpkin spice is 
themselves. I'm all for it if you
everywhere in the fall, but 
need to add to your aesthetic
nowhere is it as popular as 
on you lnstagram, but the very 
it is in Starbucks. Behold, 
least you can do is also buy a
the infamous pumpkin spice 
pumpkin. You can later add
latte. If there is a coffee shop 
to the aesthetic of your house
somewhere, you can bet 
for Halloween and carve the
that you will find girls in a 
pumpkin.
500-foot radius around the 
store, clutching their lattes 
and shaking slightly from 
4. Scary movies:the sugar. 
I know it's a bit early, but 
I've already seen at least two 
horror movies come on TV2. Boots and leggings: 
be.fore midnight. They really
The unofficial uniform for get going in October, because 
literally any girl during the f.ill Halloween, but people are 
is a sweater, leggings and boots. always itching to get spooky
The second you step outside, literally the day after Labor 
you are bound to immediately Day. He.nee, the movies start 
see girls running around in popping up. On a good night, 
their cozy wear. I'm not saying you could probably catch 8 
it's a bad look, and power to consecutive movies and stay up 
you ifyou are guilty ofwearing all night watching them. For 
this outfit, but I will say that now, though, you might see a 
it is a rather overused outfit. couple in the evening if you're
Or maybe it's not intentional, 
Russell Glass the long-awaited reunion 
Contributor didn't produce songs of 
celebration, but rather ones 
Six years ago, after of emotional and societal 
their farewell performance reflection. The adored 
at Madison Square Garden, sound had returned, but 
the world bade goodbye the tone had changed. 
to the post-punk, synth­ The opening track, "Oh 
pop stylings of LCD Baby," sets the album's 
Soundsystem. Their tone. It's a song about the 
eclectic and emotionally end of love and the singer 
charged presence was pleas for his beloved to 
missed until last May "lean into [him]." The 
when they released two irony is that an album 
singles, and another came could seen awhich be as 
out in August. Then, on new beginning and rebirth 
the first of this month, for the group focuses 
came the long awaited primarily on endings. 
"American Dream." "Other Voices" 
Those who had no taste continues the message, 
for mindless SoundCloud speaking about the end of
• rap or larger-than-life pop friendships due to words stars could once again take left unsaid, with "Your 
refuge in the percussive head like a block I Scuffed 
beats and electronic with unwritten letters to 
melodies of James Murphy some I Far away friends." 
and company. However,I The speaker's experience 
listeners would find that becomes tragic, and the 
I 
: ... 
lucky. But oh man, just you 
wait until October. .. 
5. Haunted house 
billboards: 
I see these everywhere in 
my hometown. Loads of the 
bigger haunted houses these 
days put up billboards super 
early to advertise that they 
actually have a haunted house. 
I think it's a great way to get the 
word out there, but I've seen 
places put up the adverts up to 
two months before the actual 
event. Not to mention the 
signs sometimes don't get taken 
down for months after. You 
will know for sure that fall has 
begun when these billboards 
goup. 
Photo courtesy of Kaybren Boyd Photo courtesy of Joseph Messler 
------------------- -
WELL. 
THAT HAP NED 
Here is the low-down on some recent 
celebrity happenings. 
Niall Horan released his music video for "Too 
Much To Ask" Thursday, September 21st. 
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia 
floodgates are opened on 
an already emotionally­
uneasy album. The lipstick and Snapchat mogul, Kylie Jenner is
The other tracks 
make no exception to the apparently pregnant with rapper Travis 
tone of the first two, as Scott's child. they continue to delve 
Josh Martinez came out victorious against season 
18 vet, Paul Abrahamian, in the 19th season finale of 
"Big Brother." 
along with love, friendship, The band 3LW is currently suing Taylor Swift for and icons. 
"American Dream" is plagiarism over the song "Shake It Off," stating it 
an elegy for the things once 
held so dear that slipped shares similarities to "Playas Gon' Play." 
through our fingers, 
eluded preservation 
and made us feel. The 10th anniversary season of Keeping Up WithThe return of LCD 
Soundsystem is long the Kardashians premiered
awaited and 
Sunday, September 24th. heavily-welcomed. 
deep into the feelings of 
ending with references to 
the loss of musical giants 
such as David Bowie and 
Leonard Cohen in the past 
few years. Also, the title 
track waves goodbye to 
the American Dream, as it 
too vanishes into history, 
Photo courtesy of Highland Park United Methodist Church 
j 
.J 
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Not so golden: 
"Kingsman:TheGolden Circle" movie review 
William Walsh Statesmen, who are the continuous uninterrupted of a role in the film, with 
Contributor American version of the action shots that are just Channing Tatum and Jeff 
Kingsmen in the United plain cool. Bridges having almost no 
"Kingsman: The States. He provided some While Kingsman was screen time at all. Their lack 
Golden Circle" continues of the best dialogue in the a fun movie, it contained of screentime is equivalent 
the story ofEggsy, a member film, and also performed many faults. The most to the disappointment of 
of the organizationspy amazingly during the glaring fault in this movie Captain Phasma from "The 
known as the Kingsman, action scenes. was the antagonist, Poppy Force Awakens," as the 
as he continues to work The cinematography Adams, played by Julianne anticipation behind them 
for them. was fantastic as well. Along Moore. She was, without was great, yet ultimately their 
The film is excmng, with Whiskey, perhaps the a doubt, the worst part roles were disappointing. 
fast-paced and full offun and best character in the movie of the movie. She over­ The third bone I have to 
intense action scenes. What wasn't really a character; acted and hammed it up pick with the movie was its 
made Kingsman special it was Elton John, who the entire film, resulting in 141-minute runtime. While 
was that it felt like one of played himself. Elton John many excruciating-to­ the movie remained mostly 
Roger Moore's James Bond unexpectedly stole the show watch scenes. I nearly left fun throughout, it did feel 
movies, yet with its own by being the weirdest and the theater at one point, as as if it dragged on. Despite 
identity. It seemed aware of funniest action star of all I was incredibly annoyed those three detractions, 
its own absurd action scenes, time. His humor made up by her performance. "Kingsman: The Golden 
technology, and situations for the lack of character Other disappointing Circle" was an incredibly 
it contained, yet unlike a development on his part, aspects of the film involved fun movie with just the right 
movie like "Transformers." but to be completely the role of the Statesmen. blend of action and comedy, 
The movie's interesting plot honest, it's Elton John. He The advertising campaign and with the introduction of 
and fun characters made it doesn't need any character of the movie implied that the Statesmen, it is likely that 
quite enjoyable. development, even if he the Statesmen are crucial many sequels and spin-offs 
One of the best parts was playing a fictionalized to the plot of the film, and are in store for the future. 
of the movie involved the version of himself. Along that Channing Tatum would All-in-all, "Kingsman: 
character Whiskey, played with some good acting, be just as important as the The Golden Circle" was an 
by Pedro Pascal. Whiskey the film contained Kingsmen while fighting incredibly fun movie that 
was the bridge between amazing cinematography bad guys. Instead, the had its flaws, resulting in 4 
the Kingsmen and the as well. There were several Statesman don't have ·much out of 5 stars. 
THE IFUINIINIDEI 
MOVIE RATING 
415 STARS 
The Sweet Embrace of Death 
At the donut shop Sure Have 4ou 
got an4 nut 
planningallergies? 
suicide b4donuts, 
donut. 
7nHE IRAIINBOOl CHIROIN~CllES PREPARING FOR AN EXAM 
No Talking 
Frick!! I know nothing! 
Why must I be such 
a failure?! 
No Talking 
I must learn everything. 
I am knowledge, 
knowledge is me. 
Channel your inner Einstein. 
Fake it 'til you make it. 
Dream. Believe. Achieve. 
I've been working 
a while now. I deserve a 
little break. 
No Talking 
I am a failure. 
Meme-ology 101 
.----------------,
In class Click Accept Wow, what a great meme 
I better send one back. 
It's only polite. 
12:00 I'll pay attention 
next class for sure! 
Air Drop sent 
I'm just , 
Air Drop sent 
I Air Drop sent 
Air Drop sent 
kidding. We 
all know I'll 
be doing this 
again. 
I 
I 
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The signs on gameHOROSCOPES. dayPasatie111.pos 
AQUARIUS 
~ Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
~\~­
,,,, PL9CES 
~ ~ ' r Feb. 20 - March 20 
__,/f ARIES 
" March 21 - April 20 
")~TAURUS
'"t.(j1 April 21 - May 20 
• 
~GEMINI 
Oversleeps and never makes it to 
the game. 
CROSSWORD 
Across 
l. On; 
Hops from tailgate to tailgate in the 
quest for food. 
5. Inner self, to Jung; 
10. Destiny; 
14. Wraparound dress; 
15. Deep sleeps; 
16. Untruths, tells falsehoods; 
Leaves game early.
17. Sea eagle; 
18. Mindlessly stupid; 
19. Airline to Israel; 
20. Imitator; 
21. Relieve congestion; 
What even is football?
23. Roadster; 
25. Queue after Q; 
26. Feudal overlord; 
31. Red fluorescent dye; 
Shows up at the wrong tailgate, eats35. British verb ending; 
anyway.( ~, May 21 - June 2136. Bathroom fixture; 
38. Sensitive spots; 0 '/,1~\a 
.~,' June 22 -40. Barbecue fare; ! 
~ 
,t.- Gets drunk downtown after the 42. Chad neighbor; a. rr \•!l~ CANCER-,; game.*
rr44._fide; 
8 
~ 
'~\.. July 22,·'rJi,,·45. Register; 3 ,..... 
.-11-~- ... 
47. Haunting; i 
Is on the front row of the student 49. Actor Beatty; ~ n 
a. 
LEO 
3 section, cheering the whole game. 50. Tenuous substances; 
0 
!, July 23 - Aug. 23 
52. Whisker of a cat; 60. Shakespearean villain; 10. Turn tail and run; 
54. Hung. neighbor; 11. Feels off, 61. Cabinet dept.; 
63. Broadway opening; 56. Hill insect; 12. Milk source; VIRGO Doesn't go to the game because they 
57. Crested Australian parrot; 13. Night school subj.; 64. Sweeney_; Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 have to study.
65. Last word in a threat;62. Fill up; 22. Pontiac muscle cars; t66. _desac;66. Injectable diazepam, in 24. Short trader?; 
military lingo; 26. Father; 
27. Putting to work; Is secretly the mascot67. Stigma; iLmRA68. Environmental sci.; 28. Horselike African Last week's ~ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
mammal;69. Not new; crossword answers 
29. Romeo's last words; 70. Semiautomatic pistol; 
30. Israeli desert region; Sells knock-off Clemson gear toSCORPIO71. Former Fords; 
make a buck.32. Cry out loud;72. Meadows; Oct. 24 - Nov. 2133. Wrinkle removers; 
73. Atlanta university; 
34. Hawaiian state birds; 
74. Bona_; Tries to sneak into the game with 37. Garr of"Tootsie"; 
~~ SAGITTARIUS a photoshopped email ticket 39. Actress Thompson; 
confirmation.Down 4I. Distress call; '"'cf~ Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
1. Between ports; 43. Scurrility;
2. Diamond protection; 46. Escaping fluid; 
3. Writer Sarah _Jewett; 48. Sea eagle; ~ CAPRICORN
4. Penetrate; 5 Polluted Paints up for the game. 5l. Subject to legal action; .Dec. 22 - Jan. 19precipitation; 53. In and of_;
6. Zero; 55. Play chords; 
7. Colorful Apple; 57. Beer buy; Horoscopes by: Timeout Staff 
8. Feudal estate; 58. _Day vitamins; 
s M u G B E A E A F.. I!; 
A C A A 0 C E C A 
" " M I R A C u C 0 
"' T A A E s 
A L 
" C A.. 
0 
N C 
D A 
... 
T A
••A E 
T 
E 
s 
E 
D 
*NOTE: The Tiger does not condone underage drinking• 
9. In_ (sort of); 59. Heels; 
Fall is finally upon us (and hopefully it will start to get a little cooler 
soon). Distract yourself from the heat with by looking for fall-related 
words in this word search. 
p p yu 0 MZ A z A u MR M WE X N KA LEAVES 
p yJ s H E D L u D E I C U B K T T KC PUMPKINS 
y T D 0 K Q R y X E S J y R V 0 A X L V HALLOWEEN 
N 0 AG V Q I s u K 0 E u y I 0 C T p I CORNMAZE 
pJ I Z M R J C T M K z u A T I C R KG HAYRIDE 
H G N I V I G s K N AH T J z s A L B E THANKSGIVING 
B B P W N G N K C Q S H Z M R I L J z Q APPLES 
A WK O L MZ G WK G S K R N A R A Q G FOOTBALL 
y yF 0 N A C J s I UV C C B M M J D G TREE 
y J Z A V C D N N Q UM 0 T E N H Y J Q HARVEST 
s E VA E L I M 0 J OA 0 WR A AX GX SWEATER 
s L S N I K p M u p T 0 L O L s F s H C CIDER 
M Z E I w s WU J A F Q C L W F D W XI RAINCOAT 
y pV WV P G s w E E T 0 T A T 0 X K D PIE 
Q H S 0 y D Z E Q u L WV GA XV K Z E SPOOKY 
P R E Z Y s WE A T E R Q WV M T I UR SWEETPOTATO 
V E L E E G T R C E T S E V R A H E B Z 
I V P I R J u p N Q KN HAY R I D E Z 
G R P N E T J X N L Z L MWB MT RU U 
P H A X P T F s R X EWAN B AN D CR 
Word Searchby:http://tools.atozteacherstuff.com/word-search-maker/wordsearch.php. Compiled by Saavon Smalls, Editor and chief and the Timeout Staff 
I 
THINK YOU'RE FUNNY? WANT PLANS FOR THE FALL? IS POP CULTURE YOUR ADDICTION? 
JOIN THE TIMEOUT TEAM, 
ln,p1i1·f' ahout hcin~ a sn1nn1<•r staffw.-ih·r. 
I 
Eanail.Josrpli !Vlt•ssicr at tigt•rtin-.cout(a 'gn1.ail.con1 for tnorc info. 
I 
,, 
